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I am always scared of what will happen to the world. I can still remember my teacher when she had shown us a movie about the virus which stroked the world which is scientifically discussed and as we go on with our curiosity, she had explained all the details promptly. I really did enjoy the movie but I was scared that it may one day happen, but our teacher was there to comfort us and tell us wonderful things as we learn some things are inevitable and some things might be seen from another perspective. A thing that might brighten our horrifying days.

Many of the arguments and statements were stated by my classmates and some of these are actually fun to hear. As I scroll over our memories done through my FB account, one thing I missed in the face-to-face discussions as well as the varieties of activities that we had gone through with my teacher. I really am trying to keep myself happy as I miss my school days where my classmates will play with us, chat with us and eat with us. As our teacher enters the classroom, yelling and happiness might be heard from the corners of the classroom. I miss the fun and the laughter, but what can a child like me do amidst all these quandaries and complexities of life as COVID started to break all the fun which we have been experiencing?

During our online class, my teacher shared again our lesson for the day, once again, I really did enjoy the company even with the windows we have on our hands, like the cellphones and the tablets, the laptops and the PC. I can always remember the movie she asked us to watch and remember the things she said. Now that I am with my parents, inside the house, I always contemplate on those things she shared with us. The teacher is really a powerful individual since all the things that she said might reverberate into young ones’ minds. These are the things which I heard from her:
• Nobody can tell us our exact future so we need to make the present times worth our while and be contented with it.

• Happiness is a choice, you may choose to feel scared, lonely, and sad, but if you choose happiness, no one and nothing can take that away from you, because it will always you who will control your happiness.

• When you are angry, sad or lonely remember your teacher, that she might feel the same way too, but she manages to teach you with enthusiasm and joy, so if the teacher can do it, you can also do it, because we are all capable of doing magnificent and wonderful things if God wills us to do so.

• Your teacher always loves you and no matter what the situation may be, she will do her best like a second parent to assist, guide, and give you the learning you deserve.

How I really wish all the teachers are like “my teacher” then I think it might be a wonderful day for all of us, students.
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